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Abstract 

This research investigated the use of tk computer in developing reading abilities. 

induding speed reading and reading comprehension. In this study, 99 students from the 

Faculty of Commerce and Accwntancy, ChuMqkom University were trained in speed 

reading using a mrnputer program in English. The program contained activities aimed at 

increasing reading speed such as eye movement, timed reading and paced reading. The 

performance of these students in speed reading, comprehension and general English 

profdency pre-tests and posl-tests was compared with that of students who did not take 

part in the training. The results show significant gains in the reading rates of the 

experimental group. Their reading comprehension and pdlciency also improved but this 

improvement was not significantty different from that of the contrd group. The results of the 

study suggest the incarpiration of a s p e d  reading computer program to improve students' 

reading rate. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

Background and Rationale of i'he Study 

Reading ability in a foreign language, particularly English, plays a vital part in 

academic study, pmfessimal success and personal development. Speed and fast reading in 

English has bacorne important in the globalised and competitive world where quick access 

to information and iast text prwssing are required. It has been r e w g n b d  fhat competent 

readers should acquire and display a reasonably high reading speed. There continues to be, 

however, a contradiction relating to research in speed reading. Some experiments show that 

some speed readers can also achieve good comprehension (McConkie, Rayner and Wilson, 

1973; Thomas. 1362). American high school students trained in speed reading by a 

computer pqra rn  Cisplayed growth in reading rates with no kss but ralher gains in 

comprehension (Bears, 1986). Some studies (Carver, 198%; 1985b; Himelstein and 

Greenkrg, 1974). however, seemed lo shwv that an increase In reading speed was likely lo 

result in e- deaease in comprehension. Cmer (1990) noled that students can score around 

70% on one of Ifle tests without even reading the text fhat the queslions are based upon. 

Gray (1984:38) also pointed out that the interrelation of speed and comprehension was "by 

no means invailablani", Although there is controversy about the effectiveness of speed 

reading, since it is i m w a n t  for information search, s p d  reading training has been 

imrporaied in many reading mums. They include the Wismnsin Workplace Partnership 

- 



Training Program (1993) and ihe Oneida Career Oevelopment and Technical Training 

Sewice Project (Martin.1995) 

Speed reading plays an impoltant role not only in first language acquisition but alsa in 

English as a second or foreign language learning programs such as in Malaysia {Urn, 1976) 

and in China (Zhang and Jiang, 1996). In an English as a Second Language (ESL) or as a 

Fweign Language (EFL) context. speed reading may be probfematic as Parry (1987:62 

pointed out that students lack the appropriate knowledge to wark with *text and language. 

products of a culture alien to them". In Thailand, in particular. there is little research into the 

effectiveness of speed reading training. This study is a small attempt to investgate this 

unexphred area. 

Objectives of the Study 

1. to assess students' improvement in reading rates and cwnprehension after a 

computer program training in s m  reading in English. 

2. to study the relationship between improvement in sped reading and rerding 

comprehension in ~ni l ish and English proficiency. 



Hypotheses 

In achieving these objectives, the following were the hypofhess to be validatd in 

the study ; 

I .  No significant differences in rafes and carnprehmsian will be rn between Ihe 

experimental group and the control group More  and after the experimental 

students' participation in the speed reading t~aining program. 

2. No significant differences in English proficiency will be seen between the  

experimnlal group and the &lml group before and &: the experimental 

students' parficipalion in the speed reading training program. 

Expected Outcomes of the Study 

The insight into speed reading will shed light on the readirlg process and 

development in relaiion to rapid reading and comprehension skills which are integral in 

communication and information searching in this globalised iwrld. Such knowledge woutd 

be helpful from a practiml standpoint by suggesting teaching and trainirg prmedures [hat 

focus ca speed reading. In so doing, it would be beneficial to count or1 some theoretical 

explanation and empirical evidence relating to the reading process which would help 

explain how sludants can be oriented towards the mastery and development of fluency and 

*ills in reading. This is what is emphasised in the review of retated literature in the 

W M n g  chapter. 

1 



Chapter Two 

Review of Related Literature 

This chapter looks at the nature and the process involved in reading including 

previous ESL and EFL studies. It particularly reviews research on the relationship between 

rwding speed and reading comprehension and also the lase of computer to aid training in 

speed reading. 

The Reading Process 

Reading is a p r m s s  which involves many muftifaceted factors. It is not only 

concerned wiih the visual informa tion readers receive from print. Reading comprehension 

also invdves the interaction of visual and nonvisual information, that Is, prior knowledge. 

Sane thearists and researchers In reading fake two approaches to reading. The bottom-up 

approach presuppases the mastery of reading fundamentals rdated to the d d i n g  

process in which Ihe reader identifies and recognisss letter, word and sentence formation 

(Anderson. 1937; Gough, 1972). it has been reported that good readers r q n i s e  words, 

and guess the meaning of unknown w o r ~ s  and their relationship (Golinkofl, 1975-1976). A 

% 

study on lext processing (Mc Carrnick and Samuels, 1979) shows that readers who have 

high swres in reading comprehension lend to be g& in word recognition. On the other 

hand, the top-down approach assumes that the reader's comprehension depends mainly on 

prior knowledge which is drawn en in Ihe interpretation of meaning (Ausabel, 1980; 

* 
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Goodman. 1976; Pearson, Hansen. & Gordon, 1979: Smith. 1973). According to Smith 

(19&8: 65) reading is "the trade-off between visual and nonvisual information". 

Despite some credibility in these two views of reading, it is more iikely that the 

underlying p r e s s  is interactive. thus involving both, In other words, readers not only rely on 

graphic information but a1 so draw on contextual Information which contributes to the meaning 

they 'derive from text. To comprehend a text, the reader needs to examine how sentences 

combine in discourse to convey meanings whi& are of multiple levels (Candtin. 1981; Nutlall, 

1996) as follows: 

- NotionallConcepfuaI Meaniag is what a word can mean an its own. 

- Propitionat Meaning refers to the meaning a sentence can signify i f it is not 

used in a context. 

- Contexlual Meaning is the meaning a sentence conveys when it Is used in 

context. 

- Pragmatic Meaning refers lo the meaning which derives from the relationship 

and interaction between the writer and 1he reader and this reflects the writer's 

feelings, purposes and attitudes. 

For a reader, to get the intended meaning or effect of the text, both graphic and 

nonvisual information are operating simultaneously and interdependent1 y (Rumelhart, 1977). 

Therefwe, the reader extracts the visual information from the printed text using tinguistic 

knowledge io generate the meaning based on his prior knowledge hdd in long-term memory 

(De~ine~1986). These cognitive or mental shctures of prlor knowledge known as schemata 



wddowson, 1983) play an important part in text processing. This process is explained by 

Parry (1987: 62) as follows: 

... The reader starts with the perception of graphic cues, but as scan as these are 

recognized as lamiliar, schemata derived from both linguistic knowledge and knowledge of 

the world in general are brought into play. The proportion of graphic cues that must be 

perceived varies with individual texts and with individual readers according to the difficulty of 

the former and Ihe knowledge and confide= in that knowledge of the latter. 

Reading Speed and Comprehension 

Thus an imptication of the d e  of prior or backgrourld knowledge in- reading is, 

presumably, that in developing reading ability, reading must be quick and sdwtive [Smith,' 

1988). Clearly, the relationship between comprehension and reading speed is complex. Some - 

sfudies(i9dtia; 1935b;1.990) s&med to Show that students' increase in reading rates did not 
' 

impme their wmprektisim, It, however, has been observed that a slaw reader is likely to 

read whh PQW understanding (Pe Leeuw, 1990). The reason is tkgt $!OW reading with many 

fnalions or pauses and regressions (backward movements alpng the line of print) can result ' 

\ 

in tunnel vision (Mackworth. 1965), the condition in which the reader misses the general topic 

diee ta overattention to detail. Fry (1 977) and Bergquist (1 984) also point out that (he reader 

who reads one word or a few letters at a (ime h& difficulty in grasping the meaning as the 

mind deduces from the interrelatimshlps of larger units. Skilled readers tend to make fewer 

4 

fixations"'but pick up more information on each fixation with the slimulus perceived from the 



peripheral span. For instam, Sailor and Ball (1975) have miinned that training in 

pdphwal vision can improve reading rate and m s i o n .  Marcel (19741, In padicular, 

experimented with fast and slow readers, and found that the increased reading speed which 

results in rapid scanning, tends-to -use fast readers to use 6ontex4 to derive meaning and 

to maintain thematic content. 

Although regressive eye movements are msidsred symptoms of poor comprehension 

and an Impediment to reading speed by some &ading practitioners, good readers also show 

some regressions. NuYla1l (1996) writs out that skilled readers can make a regression when 

they discover inconsistencies to their interpretation or prediction. As mentioned earlier, skilled 

readers do not need to understand every word or sentence in the text. It is posslble that they 

mierstand only bits d the text. Activating their schemata, they derive only some of the 

meanings and they continuously altering thdr interpretation as they go along the text. In 

ddng this, they may need to check previous parts of the text and reinterpret them. In this 

respect, regressive eye movements could reflect the active and responsive participation of 

the good reader. Regression with no obvious purpose for comprehension, :'lowever, 

mtributes little to reading ability, and thus should tm avoided in training. 

The Use of Computer in Speed Reading Training 

Practice in visual perception, grasp of rneaning and recognising associations of Ideas 

- 
is Wqwl to developing reading speed. Some speed reading programs use reading 

. W&ls with U m d  readings snd then have students wmplete compsehensim questions 



such as in the SRA Reading Laboratory. Recently, computers have k e n  Introduced to 

assist students in increasing their reading fluency and accuracy. What is important is the 

introduction of the text-window by Lundkrg (1984) which sheds light on a variable length 

of text: the reader can adjust the speed of the text-wlndow. With this new naetttud, for 

example, Roth and Beck (1987) reported improvements in word recognition and decoding 

skills of the experimental group. Based on their study with American college students, 

Wepner, Feeley and MInery (1990) have also found that the computer group performed 

< 

significantly better than the control group in reading rate and comprehension. Another 

study carried out by Watts (1993) shows that the use of computers with initiaf Letters 

highlighted on the screen tends to enable students to remgnise words better and faster. 

These'- studies emphasise the rde which the computer plays h providing helpful and 

effective reading practice environments. 

EFL Reading 

W8 have so far looked at what the literature cays abouf reading in a first language. It 

lo Inhresting to look at reading in a second or foreign language; the process in which 

research and experience (Clarke, 1979; Cummins, 1981; Cziko, 1980) have documented 

% 

the interplay of language profciency h the first and second language and the reading ability 

and skills in the first language. Research findings in EFL reading also support the view that 

&dents reading a foreign language read more slowly and with lower comprehension than 

d i n g  in their native language (MacNamara. 1970). As regards speed training and 

cmqxeh;msion, increasing the reading rates of lsaeltl college level readers by using h e  



ISM computer screen wuld i m s e  their reading comprehension (8reurib 8 OeMarco, 

1994). 

Owing to this controversy in reading in a foreign language such as English, there is 

an urgent need to validate the use of the computer in speed reading training and its 

contributions to reading fluency and efficiency in a foreign language. To do this, we need to 

find the ways in which information can be gathered to provide evidence and this will be 

lboked into in the following chapter. 



Chapter Three 

Research Method 

This chapter describes the design and prmedure used in this study. Details are 

discussed in five sectfons: The Pilot Sludy, The Main Study's Population and Subjects. 

Materials and Procedure, Instruments and Analyses. 

The Pilot Study 

To lest the speed reading program. a pilot siudy in which 48 third-year students from 

the Gculty of Commerce and Acmuntancy. Chulalongkorn University who took the 

Business English Correspondence Course received training over eight weeks was 

conducted to find potential problems in using the piogram. A mmparison of the pre- test 

reading rate and the post-test reading rate indicated a significant improvement in the pilot 

group. That is, the students displayed an ability to read faster after they finished the 

program. Gelore participating in the program the majority of the students in the pilot group 

read ai rates of 10Q-199 words per minute scoring about 50-100% on the .comprehension 

test, After the prgrarn, most ol the students, In contrast, read at rates of 200-299 words 
k 

per minute with similar comprehension scorns. Also, their performance in the proficiency 

post-test was biter than in fhe pre-bst, it, however, did not show a significant gain. It is 

notable that the pilot group also took the requird course. Therefore, their gains in reading 

rates were nd likely to 4.e tatally related ta the training program. The students in the pilot 

a 

group were asked to evaluate the program and many expressed the opinion that Ihe 



tralning program was rather short and should be extended. The information g a i d  from the 

plbt study was used to design the main study. 

The Main Study 

Population and Subjects 

The subjects of the main study were 99 (78 women, 21 men) third-par 

Chulalungkarn University Commerce and Accountancy students who were randomly chosen 

from those enrolling in W a I  English, a compulsory mu- for all Commerce and 

h u n t a n c y  students. They were designated to form the experimental group (51) and ffie 

control group (48) by matching their proficiency of English based on the results of the 

Chulalongkorn University Test of English Proficiency (CU-TEP) pretest. CU-TEP consists 

of 120 multiple choice items (60 items of reading comprehension 35 items of Ilstenlng. 

comprehension and 25 Rems of writing ability). The reason for using CU-TEP was that it is 

a standardised test(rpb 0.6 - 0.30, KR20 0.89 - 0.92, Phi 0.79 - 0.80) and the cwrelatio~r 

with TOEFL Is high (Rxy = 0.91 - 0.94). The experimental group contained 42 wwnen and 

9 men. The control group consisted of 36 women and 12 men. Neither group w s  

1 

significantly different in English proficiency or reading rate but the mean for the control 

group was slightly higher in comprehension at the start. 






































































